St Joseph’s Catholic School Hindmarsh

VISION STATEMENT

In the spirit of Mary MacKillop, we are:
A Catholic community of welcome which works in partnership with parents, parish and the wider community to:-
• Value the presence of God in all....
• Nurture the potential of each learner....
• Develop responsibility and respect for ourselves, others and our world....
• Encourage Discernment in an ever changing society....

MISSION STATEMENT

A faith community
Called to live the vision of Mary MacKillop and are invited into a growing relationship with our loving God and the Church.

CORE VALUES

Confidence
Persistence
Resilience
Organisation

A relational community
Where students, staff, families, parish and the wider Community value and nurture one another.

A learning community
That engages, motivates and challenges learners to reach their potential.

An ordered community
Who, as wise stewards operate in safe, efficient and sustainable manner.

Getting along
Integrity
Compassion
Celebration
Wonder

At St Josephs we are committed to nurturing the development of students who are

Committed to their faith  Confident  Socially conscious  Globally aware
Resilient  Self-motivated  Respectful  Relational
Successful learners  Optimistic  Ambitious  Compassionate